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About the Cover!
This photo was taken on the Death Valley Ride in February
Photo contributed by Brandon Wilson

Newsletter Submissions (Keep 'em coming!)
Need – This is your newsletter South Coasters, content is by and from you. We
need Cover Photos, Ride Articles by Ride Leaders and any story or article that
would be of interest to membership. This can include product review, you own ride
story, or? Get creative! Thanks!

Schedule – Newsletters are published as close to the 1st of each month as humanly
possible. Please submit content by the 25th of the previous month to give the editor
sufficient time to compile the issue.

Formats – It would be best if written content were submitted in an editable word
processing format (.doc, .txt, .rtf, etc.), by e-mail will work just fine. Photographs
should be in .jpg format and less than 500 Kb in size. Thank you - Editor

Where to – E-mail submissions as attachments to editor@scbmwrc.com
Suggestions – Suggestion comments are greatly appreciated, particularly from
contributors!
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From the editor…..
Well this month we have a bit more for your reading pleasure, including a contribution by Bill Allen
he says is recycled from 2012, but a very fun read. We have two perspectives on the Death
Valley weekend and a report on the ever popular Tech Day. Finally we welcome a new member
to the ever growing South Coast BMW Riders Club family and look forward to a full March
calendar, if we can miss this rainy for So Cal year!
Have fun everyone, and please keep the stories and articles coming, even if they are so 2012!
Please send your ride photos and write-ups to editor@scbmwrc.com

Karl
2018/2019 Newsletter Editor
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Brandon Wilson
Hello South Coasters!
Welcome to the February South Coaster Newsletter! I am sure many of you are excited to see
what adventures we wheeled into this last month. Having just completed the March BOD meeting
with the club leadership, I can’t believe how fast the year has flew by.
For those who read every word of this wonderful newsletter…way to go! And those who only look
at the pictures…shame on you! As we approach the June elections for BOD officers and club leadership, the nominating committee consisting of myself, John and Chris would appreciate knowing if
you would like to run for a position of BOD member; just reach out to us for more information.
This weekend is the Past President breakfast and General Meeting, Ladies Luncheon next weekend hosted by our infamous Beth Crittenden and the desert will be blooming when we campout in
Borrego Springs the weekend of the 22nd hosted by Bill Allen. He has already threatened to have
the world-famous margarita bar open.
Thank you all for participating in the rides and events of future and pass. Hope to see you out there
soon!
Wheels down, Cheers!
- Brandon
2018/2019 President
Brandon Wilson
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Death Valley 2019
February 14-18, 2019
Brandon Wilson
My favorite time of year is the Jan/Feb trips we take to Death Valley. Normally, I can hardly sleep
the night before and not much was different this time around. I awoke early to get a jump on the
day with the bike already packed and my counseling to Chris complete regarding his RT, it was
time to hit the road. Oh wait, did I mention my phone decided to stop working that morning? What
is a computer geek to do without his phone? I arrived at Starbucks a bit frazzled where Bill Allen
was quick to say, chill the eff out and it’s not the end of the world. It was at that moment that I knew
things were going to be ok and we saddled up for the trek into the park.
Arriving into Ridgecrest after a stop @ Cramer Junction for lunch, we decided to take the path via
Trona into the park. After battling massive x-winds on the 190 (link to video here
https://youtu.be/uxnhKnW_LYE ) we managed to find our way to Furnace Creek by 3:30 or so and
raided a spot a gentlemen by the name of Carl (not our Karl) had called home.

The food night one was a bit iffy; the wind was
still our worst enemy and apparently caused a bit of a challenge to fully cook the rice. But, there
was some highlight as it was a lump in the belly…the festivities carried on until about 11:30 that
evening and it took us all by surprise that we were up that late overall. One important thing to
remember, Crocks make the best camp shoe!
The next morning, I was taking a group via Dantes View, over to Beaty for lunch, Ryolite for a quick
tour then on to Ubehebe Crater before calling it a day. The entire loop was nearly 220 miles with a
lunch stop in busy and lively Beaty. John, Rob, Warren and Wife Elycia (our newest members on
the ride) Mark and I hit the road for the loop. The temp in the vally was a warm 68 and not too bad
at the top of Dantes view at roughly 43. The views were amazing and since I missed this stop last
year, I was happy we made this a stop for the day. The wind was very cooperative and we spend
about 45 minutes enjoying the location.
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We then packed up and headed
off to Beaty for lunch and then
the Ryolite Ghost Town.

I think at this point John was
done with Rob’s crap  We
spent a bit more time exploring
the abandonded casino and a
rail car were we were trying to
figure out if it was origional or
not. I think overall, the decision
was it was a real car, but
certainly relocated and used as
a makeshift house. If only the
walls could talk and tell us all it
has seen over the years.
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It was then time to head off to the crater and we had about a 60 mile trek before we could see all
the wonder that was in store for us.
When we arrived, the wind was roaring and it was quite cold considering the windchill. But, having
never seen the crater, we were certainly in awe and could not believe how many people were
hiking the rim and all the way down to the bottom. We also managed to bump into Karl and his GS
crew playing out in the dirt. Those boys needed a shower!
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The next morning we managed to pack up and get on the road about the time we wanted via
Death Valley Junction and Baker where we stopped for some lunch and to figure out what our plan
of attack would be since rain was in the forecast. We did manage to avoid snow, but found the rain
in 29 Palms. Most of us only had a bit over an hour in the wet stuff as folks made their way home
to the warmth of showers and magical things called houses.

It is always fun to support the Airheads and I am glad we made the trip this year. Until our next
adventure!
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It’s All Relative
© 2012 Bill Allen
It’s a wonderful spring day and I’m on a nice, twisty back road just
outside of Kernville. The temperature is just right, not too hot and not
too cold. There is not a cloud in the sky. The pavement is absolutely
wonderful. My bike is performing brilliantly; all I have to do is coax it
gently right to left or left to right. I’ve gotten into a rhythm of leaning to
the left slightly touching the front tire to the center stripe, tipping it to
the right and touching once again. I think to myself “I could do this all
day long”. For hours, my only interruption is the occasional squirrel
that pops his head up on the side of the road and decides to dash out
to the middle only to turn around to kiss my front tire. Pretty soon, I’m
able to ignore the squirrels.
I am making great time, although that really doesn’t matter. I really don’t have a destination today. I
just need to get far enough today to make tomorrow’s ride fairly reasonable. The more I ride today
means it’s less likely that I will have to get on the Interstate tomorrow. Things are going well until I
glance in my mirror and notice the red flashing lights. Instinctively, I back off the throttle, turn on my
right turn signal and look for a good piece of pavement for a turnout. I pull the bike to a stop, turn
off the key and put down the side stand. As I am taking off my helmet, I can see the officer walking
up to my bike in my rear view mirror. I greet him with a “Good afternoon, officer.” He responds
“License and registration, please.” I hand him the requested documents and, as I do, I ask “What’s
the problem, officer?” As he examines my license, he replies “I clocked you exceeding the speed
limit” without even looking up.
“Speeding? Are you kidding me?” I ask. “Officer, do you know how fast we are going right now?”
He looks up, but his expression doesn’t change, so I continue. “Well, you know the earth rotates
one full revolution each day. At the equator, that’s about 25,000 miles or a little more than 1,000
miles per hour. O.K., we are not at the equator, but at about 30 degrees north latitude, we are still
doing well in excess of 800 miles per hour!” He looks down at his pad and continues to write.
Undaunted, I continue. “Wait, there’s also the fact that we are circling the sun. We are about 93
million miles from the sun and make one complete lap every 365 days or so. That works out to
about 66,000 miles per hour!”
Now, he’s not even looking up. I try one more time. “O.K., I didn’t want to throw this at you
because, well, frankly, I didn’t think I would have to go this far, but you know our sun is in a galaxy
called the Milky Way, right? Well, we are about 2/3 from the center and it is in fact a spiral galaxy
that makes one complete rotation every fifty million years (give or take a millennia). That works out
to approximately 500,000 miles per hour!” The officer only shakes his head.
I have one more left in my quiver and I use it. “Officer, surely you’ve heard of the Big Bang, right?
Well, most physicists estimate that we are moving away from the center of the Big Bang at about
1.1 million miles per hour, which isn’t even close to the speed of light, the speed limit of the
universe!” Now he looks up and finally speaks to me. “Sir, I don’t really care what the speed limit of
the universe is, but in Kern County, it’s 55 mph.” He rips the ticket out of his book, hands it to me
and says “Have a nice day”.
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Welcome New South Coast BMW Riders Club member

Kep Wadiak
1. What was the first Motorcycle you rode/owned? The first motor-

cycle I owned was a 1987 Honda Hurricane 600. I was 18 or 19
years old and I thought I was the coolest on that bike.
2. How many years of riding experience do you have? I have been

riding motorcycles off and on for most of my adult life and had
some limited dirt bike experience as an adolescent. Most of my
experience is street riding and now I am trying to get more competent off-road on my R 1200 GSA. I have only owned this bike
for about 5 weeks and it is my first adventure bike.
3. Does your significant other ride with you? My wife likes to ride

as a passenger on the back of my Harley Davidson Ultra Limited which is my other motorcycle.
4. How many motorcycles have you owned? 8
5. How many cumulative miles have you amassed on motorcycles? Maybe 100,000 miles
6. What has been your favorite Motorcycle to own/ride? I am really loving the GS, but I really had a

connection with my 2 vintage BMWs. I had a 1976 R90/6 and a 1978 R100/7. I sold the R100/7 recently to purchase the GS. I restored both of these bikes (did all of the work and paint myself).
7. What Motorcycle brand/model are you currently riding? BMW and Harley Davidson. The Harley is

rarely ridden.
8. What is the most miles you have ridden in a 24 hour time period? 650
9. Do you have a favorite route/trip that you have taken? If so, what is the route? I have ridden to Ea-

gle Mountain, Utah a number of times to visit my son/grandkids.
10. What “motorcycle courses” have you taken in the past 5 years? I took a 2 day offroad/adventure bike

course at Motoventures in Aguanga, CA.
11. What are your expectations from the club as a new club member? I want to join the club for rides,

make some likeminded friends that I ride with, enjoy camaraderie of other motorcycle riders, learn a
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few things from people with more knowledge and experience than I have, and share my knowledge as
well (I have a lot of airhead knowledge to share). I used to be a member of Southern California Land
Rovers and really enjoyed the experience. I was very involved with club activities and met a lot of
great people. I am hoping for a similar experience on 2 wheels now.

Submitted by:
Chris Roady
Membership Chairman
CWRoady@gmail.com
SCBMWRC.com
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Death Valley Airhead Rendezvous and South Coaster Ride, Offroad
Perspective. February 14-18, 2019
Karl Wagner
We looked forward to the South Coaster February
weekend ride integrated with the annual Airhead Death
Valley Rally, to have the opportunity to see the diverse
airhead bikes who attend this desert event and experience
the Airhead group culture in person. However getting back
to DV motivated us to bring the dual sport bikes in order to
see more of the trails in the national park. We hoped to
have the both worlds! So Sharon and I packed the trailer
with my F800GSA and her CRF230L, planning on towing it
out, as her little CRF is not freeway bike. This is a
challenge for me, as I would rather ride 400 miles on a bike and camp in a tent than drive a cage,
but alas, if momma ain’t happy………, well you understand. We headed out a day early, Thursday
afternoon, hoping to get Friday and Saturday on the trails.
We arrived to Airhead Camp DV by
early evening after setting up our
camp. We understood there were
Bratwurst and home brew beer on
tap for the night. It was a nice start
to the weekend. About a third of the
anticipated 100 plus attendees
made it out by Thursday evening,
and the small group was welcoming
to us as first time rally participants.
In particular a few airhead GS riders,

Grif and Kurt were interested in doing
trails with us, perhaps Saturday as their
Friday route was already planned on
pavement.
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So Friday morning game and Sharon and I
were on our own, unfortunately with the
rains the week before much of the dirt
roads and trails were closed by the NPS.
We did find a couple of options and made
our plans to see the Kean-Wonder mine,
which has been closed for years, but
recently re-opened. The dirt road leading
to the mine’s trailhead was a short
seventeen miles of pavement. We had
aired down at camp, so we hit the trail and
enjoyed kicking up some dirt on the five
mile road to the trail head to the KeanWonder mine.
The site of the trailhead was at
the base of the mountain where
the old ore processing facility was
originally constructed in the early
1900’s. This mine was produced
over a million dollars of gold at
that time, quite a haul. The ore
was delivered to the base of the
mountain from the productive
mine shafts a mile and a half
uphill via tram ore cart system
reflective of a ski lift and chairs.

The only difference was the ore
buckets instead of ski lift chairs and of
course the 100 plush year old wood
tram towers.
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Sharon and I changed from our riding gear to jeans and
hiking shoes, put on a day pack and headed up the
mountain, only planning on spending an hour or two
checking out the base of the operation. But our interest
increased with every curve of the trail and new view of the
tram system, until we could see the mouth of the mine high
above, that became our new destination! It seemed so
close, but was so far! We enjoyed a strenuous hike, seeing
the mining operation, mine shafts and mining ruins. After
taking our time at the mine we hiked the mile and a half back
down to our bikes, smiled back up the mountain to the top of
the tram, and new we would sleep well that night.

Back at the Airhead camp at Furnace
creek we met the South Coasters
who arrived Friday afternoon as well
as many of the other Airheads
arriving, quite a good size group.
During dinner we talked route over
with Jacob Fukrach and the three of
us hoped to meet up with our new
airhead GS friends the next morning
to ride up the valley to Uhehebe
Crater and go off road from there
back South to the Racetrack and possibly all the way to Panamint Springs offroad. A good sleep,
and in the morning we would ride again.
Saturday morning dawned another nice day in the park, blue skies with spots of clouds, and a brisk
but not cold morning. We hit breakfast, met up with the South Coasters at the Airhead camp and
met up with Jacob, Griff, Kurt and a new Airhead friend Richard on an R100GS from the 80’s. It
was very impressive to see how these guys keep these GS’s in shape for an offroad ride!
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It was beautiful pavement ride Northbound
up Death Valley about sixty miles in the
morning sun before we departed the
pavement after a quick look at the crater
and airing down. We were to head about
thirty miles south from there down another
beautiful valley toward the Race track
along a dirt road. When we were six miles
from the race track we stopped at Tea
Kettle junction to view the decorated trail
intersection sign and talk to other travelers.
We were considering the possibility of
continuing South after the Racetrack,

continuing to Hwy 190 around Panamint
Springs. But alas, all reports were of snow
and ice on the at least one pass we had to
go over between us and Hwy 190, it was
not to happen this trip unfortunately. Next
time!
We finished our ride to the Race Track,

taking time for lunch at the track
and a much needed break. We
talked to more travelers and
obtained more information about
the trail south for out next trip.
After lunch and a walk out on the
lake bed to the “race” take our
obligatory tourist photos and get
back on our mounts for thirty mile
ride back to the crater.
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At the crater we ran into the South
Coasters led by Brandon Wilson
on the pavement ride.
The end of another day, a bit more
trails seen in DV, but now aware of
how many more we still have not
seen. Alas, next time!
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March 2

BOD Meeting, Irv Seavers

March 3

General Meeting and Ride, Santa Paula Airport

March 9

South Coasters Ladies Luncheon

March 22-24

Borrego Springs Camp/Hotel Overnight

April 7

General Meeting and Day Ride, Joshua Tree

April 12-14

Morro Bay Camp/Hotel Overnight
Check the website for details on the above events
. www.SCBMWRC.com
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Jim Foreman
Director of Marketing

Irv Seaver Motorcycles (88125)
714-532-3700
310-923-6635 Direct
IrvSeaverBMW.com
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”

“Come Ride with Us”
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